OFFICE OF THE DEPUTY DIRECTOR OF EDUCATION
DISTT. CENTRAL/NEW DELHI, PLOT NO 5 JHANDEWALAN, NEW DELHI
Phone No.-011-23514063

No.DE.51/DDE/PB/C & ND/2016-17/ 506 - 513  DATED: 04/04/16

ORDER

All the Heads of Govt. Schools having following School IDs of Directorate of Education are aware that the Ramakrishna Mission, New Delhi had started the Awakened Citizen Program /Value Education Program in your Schools from the academic session 2016-17 and teachers from your schools had been trained for the program in the Month of January 2016:

1001105,1001208,1002363,1002198,1003152,1003264,1104002,1104009,1105019,1105023,
1106003,1106023,1207112,1207014,1208021,1208030,1209003,1209255,13010395,1310161,
1411022,1411026,1412009,1412079,1413002,1413010,1514019,1514022,1515018,1515022,
1516002,1516003,1617211,1617002,1618058,1618191,1719006,1719010,1720001,1720002,
1821037,1821033,1822047,1822009,1923010,1923021,1924031,1924043,1925059,1925335,
2026003,2026004,2127007,2127018,2128002,2128006,1925342,1925248

According to the Ramakrishna Mission wants to know the Feedback from the schools in the following format, so that the RK Mission’s Resource Persons can work with the teachers to ensure optimal transformation in the attitudes and behavior of children:

1. Name of the School and School ID
2. When the program started in the school
3. How many sessions have been covered so far
4. Copy of timetable showing fixed time for Awakened Citizen Program to Class VII
5. If program has not yet started reasons thereof and proposed Date/Month of starting the program.

The above information should be sent on Ramakrishna Mission’s email ID: values@rkmdelhi.org by 12/08/2016 positively.

NOTE: All the HOSs are hereby directed to extend their full cooperation to the visiting and contacting Resource Persons of Ramakrishna Mission, Delhi.

This issues with the prior approval of the Competent Authority.

This may be treated MOST URGENT.

(VINITA SHANKER)
DEPUTY DIRECTOR OF EDUCATION
DISTRICT CENTRAL/NEW DELHI
NODAL OFFICER(VALUE EDUCATION)

Copy to:

1. All the Heads of Govt. Schools, whose School IDs mentioned above.
2. Secretary, Ramakrishna Mission, Delhi.
3. Additional DE (School), Directorate of Education, Old Secretariat, Delhi.
4. PS to the Director, Directorate of Education, Old Secretariat, Delhi.
5. All the above mentioned Govt. School IDs of Directorate of Education, GNCT of Delhi.
6. All District DDEs, Directorate of Education.
7. All Zonal Deputy Directors of Education, Directorate of Education, Delhi
8. OS[IT], Directorate of Education with a request to upload on MIS.